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WHAT WE DO
Comprehensive Hygiene Coaching
We will review your hygiene department and evaluate
your current systems and resources that are being
utilized. We provide specific goals and action plans for
your team to ensure your hygiene department is
successful. Each visit targets specific area goals to
achieve ultimate growth & success.

Custom Systems and Implementation
Your hygiene department requires systems, processes
and procedures to enable it to function smoothly. Our
team will work with you to establish and implement
detailed and accurate SOP's for your hygiene
department.

Onsite Visits and Remote Coaching
Our coaches will visit your practice and spend time in
the practice observing, coaching and reviewing systems
with a hands on team meeting. This will provide your
team a customized approach for your hygiene
department. You and your team will receive remote
coaching and communication monthly.

The Team at Practice Dynamics is excited to
work with you and your team in your long
term practice success and growth.
Welcome to Hygiene Dynamics Coaching.
www.practicedynamics.net

888.425.3235

WHO WE ARE

Heidi.dubois@practicedynamics.net

Amber.Weber@practicedynamics.net

We fell in love with the dental industry many years ago and believe in our
ability to drive success. It is the mission of Practice Dynamics to provide
a progressive and modern coaching experience with a focus on Systems,
Teams, and Technology. We commit to deliver quality seminars and
team meetings with supportive products. Our ultimate goal is to provide
Balance Driven Success in a dynamic environment for the clients we
serve. With our team, we provide industry-leading expertise, innovative
tools, and a superior effort to solve our clients’ most difficult strategic and
tactical business challenges. We develop and deploy leading-edge
technical and management tools and services that assure our clients’
success. Our first responsibility is to our clients; we will consistently
exceed their expectations.
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